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Daylight Savings Struggle
The annual ritual in which we trade an hour of morning
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light for evening brightness may seem like a harmless
shift.
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But each year, on the Monday after this springtime
switch, hospitals report a 24% spike in heart attack visits
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around the country. Just a coincidence? Probably not.
Doctors see the opposite trend in the fall: on the Tuesday
after we turn back the clocks, heart attack visits drop
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21% as people get a little extra pillow time.

The reason that springing the clocks forward can kill us
comes down to interrupted sleep schedules. This past
Sunday, instead of the clock turning from 1:59 to 2:00
a.m. as usual,we

jumped an hour to 3:00 a.m.

Continued on Page 3

Kudos Korner
FLIGHT FORCED TO LAND
AFTER MAN REFUSES TO
STOP PASSING GAS, FIGHT
BREAKS OUT

My name is Gerry Oginski and I'm a medical malpractice
attorney in New York. I have known Marcus for many years
now and truly appreciate how he educates his consumers and
clients with his informative and educational videos, blogs and
articles.
As an attorney we have an obligation to help our potential
clients understand how these medical malpractice and accident
cases work. Sure an injured victim can learn all this when they
make an appointment and visit with any attorney. But
wouldn't it be so much better to learn all this information
BEFORE you ever picked up the phone to call a lawyer?
Wouldn't it be so much more beneficial to an injured patient to
know how your medical malpractice case works BEFORE
making an appointment to see an attorney?
That's what Marcus does and he does it so well. His videos
allow you to get to know him. You get to see his great
personality and how knowledgable he is with these injury and
accident cases. All this BEFORE you ever meet him.

According to reports, an airline had
to make an emergency landing after
a fight broke out onboard over a
passenger who allegedly wouldn't
stop passing gas.
It has been reported that one male
passenger asked the man who was
passing gas to stop, and he refused.
Allegedly, the flight crew did not
help the passengers after they
complained and it led to a fight
between the men. The pilot of the
airplane warned the passengers, but
the altercation continued and forced
the plane to be redirected to Vienna
Airport where it made an emergency
landing. Police then boarded the
plane and removed four passengers.

I'm honored to call Marcus a trusted
colleague and I invite you to call him
and see for yourself how he might be
able to solve your legal problems in Maryland.
Gerry Oginksi is a New York based Medical
Malpractice attorney.
He can be reached at:
https://www.oginski-law.com/
516.487.8207

Daylight Savings
Struggles
Con't from page 1

Researchers
estimate we all
deprive ourselves of
an extra 40 minutes
of sleep because of
this.That's how
fragile and
susceptible your
body is to even just
one hour of lost
sleep," sleep expert
Matthew Walker,
author of How We
Sleep, previously
told Business
Insider.

Walker said this
"global experiment"
we perform twice a
year is a sign of how
sensitive our bodies
are to the whims of
changing schedules:
in the fall, the shift
is a blessing, and in
the spring, it's a fatal
curse.

The remainder of
this article can be
found
at:http://www.busin
essinsider.com/dayli
ght-saving-time-isdeadly-2018-3

SECRET SALT
Sodium can wreck havoc on the average person's health. The main
problem with eating too much sodium is that often we don't know
we are eating high-sodium foods. Sodium, commonly found in table
salt, can be found in high levels in foods that are eaten daily. Look
at the below graphic from the American Heart Association and see
if you are secretly eating high sodium foods.
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Disclaimer:
This publication is not intended to provide any legal advice, nor does it create an attorney-client
relationship. Each and every case is different. To consult the attorneys of Boston Law Group, LLC
regarding a medical malpractice case, please call 301-850-4832. Communication Policy: The
attorneys of Boston Law Group, LLC generally do not accept unscheduled phone calls. This allows us
to focus our time and attention on individual cases, which creates greater quality legal service. To
schedule an appointment, please email: info@bostonlawllc.com.
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March 16th

March 23rd

things to do in
the DMV
3/20-4/15 National Cherry Blossom
Festival
3/22-3/25 Annapolis Film Festival
4/1 Easter Sunday
4/5 Nationals Home Opener
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April 6th

